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Abstract
Most of the work on coordination technology
so far has focused on the development of special coordination languages and environments
that provide the basic mechanisms for realizing the coordination layer of an open system. It
is clear that the idea of managing separately
the coordination aspect from the computation
in a language has a lot of advantages in the development of those systems. Nevertheless,
most of the coordination languages do not take
care that additionally to managing coordination requirements, they must manage other
kinds of “openness” related requirements in
Open Systems. The most important requirement being to support the evolution of the coordination requirements themselves. This
problem manifests during the software development process by the development over and
over again of solutions to similar coordination
problems. To tackle this problem, and instead
of proposing a new language, we are attempting to develop an open set of adaptable and reusable software components that realize various useful coordination abstractions. With
these components we provide explicit separation of coordination from computation, and facilitate reuse and evolution of coordination aspects in Open Systems.
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Introduction

Over the last two decades software development has changed significantly. Its evolution has been motivated by the goal of producing open rather than closed, proprietary systems. Open Systems
are basically “open” in terms of topology, platform and evolution
[18]: they run on networks which are continuously changing and
expanding, they are built on the top of a heterogeneous platform
of hardware and software pieces, and their requirements are continuously evolving. Evolution is the most difficult requirement to
meet, since not all the application requirements can be known in
advance[12].

Development of Open Systems is a difficult task, because in
addition to requirements concerning openness, they have special
computational constraints. One of the most important constraints
concerns the coordination of the interaction of the different software entities that compose those systems. Coordination in this
context concerns the management of possible interdependencies
between the activities performed by the entities of the system.
Carriero and Gelernter [3] have proposed to manage separately
the coordination aspect from the computation in the development
of Open Systems. They propose to use what they call Coordination Languages. The idea of separating these two aspects during
the system development seems to have a lot of advantages, mainly related with a simplification in the complexity of the development. Nevertheless, most of the coordination languages do not
take care of satisfying the “openness” related requirements Open
Systems have to. This is particularly true in which concerns the
management of the evolution of the coordination aspect itself.
This problem manifest during the software development process
by the development of over and over again of solutions to similar
coordination problems. How to manage in a single approach the
complexity of the coordination aspect and its evolution is not still
clear. To tackle this problem, and instead of proposing a new Coordination Language, we propose to use a component-base approach. We will develop an open set of adaptable and reusable
coordination components that will realize solutions to standard
coordination problems. They can be specialized and parameterized to solve specific coordination problems. With these components, we provide explicit separation of coordination from
computation, and facilitate reuse and evolution of coordination
aspects.
We are developing a prototype of this set of coordination components using the Java language, an object oriented language
well-suited to modelling software entities in a distributed setting.
We are validating our approach by using those components in
building a set of sample applications that characterize Open Systems. Our initial experiences in building this set of components
has shown us, that coordination solutions are not easily shrinkwrapped into off-the shelf components. One reason is that coordination solutions affect typically more than one component. A
second is that the coordination solutions are subject to a complex
set of requirements for Open Systems like [8]: interoperability,
concurrency, distribution, reliability, security, etc. A systems developer who develops coordination solutions, therefore has to
deal with many of the above requirements. And every application

has its own unique mix of interacting components and specific requirements.
In this paper we present some results of our experimental work
building a such set of coordination components. Section 2, discusses coordination aspects in Open Systems. Section 3, introduces an example of a coordination component, and explains how
this component was designed using a component-based approach. Section 4 gives an overview of related work. Finally, Section 5 concludes with a discussion: evaluating our contributions
and pointing-out lessons learned in this experimental work.
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Coordination Aspects in Open
Systems.

Coordination problems arise in the organisation of interactions of a group of entities that collaborate and cooperate to accomplish some task and to satisfy some goals. It is because
entities cooperate that they can accomplish more elaborated actions, but it is also because of their multiplicity that they must coordinate their actions and resolve conflicts.
Malone and Crowston [10][11] have defined coordination as:
The act of managing interdependencies between activities performed by entities in order to achieve some
goals.
They have identified three kinds of dependencies out of which
all other important dependencies can be expressed, either by their
specialization or by their combination. They are:
• Flow: occurs when an activity produces something that is
used by another one. Flow dependencies can be viewed as
a combination of three other kind of dependencies: Prerequisite constraints (an item must be produced before it
can be used), Accessibility constraints (an item that is produced must be available for use), and Usability constraints
(an item that is produced should be “usable” by the activity that uses it).
• Sharing: occurs when multiple activities all need the same
(limited) resource
• Fit: occurs when multiple activities produce things that
have to fit together.
Some dependencies can be viewed as specialization of others.
For instance Task assignment can be seen as an special case of
Sharing, where the “resource” being shared is the time of the entities that do the tasks.
This list of interdependencies is not intended to be exhaustive.
To our viewpoint the importance of Malone’s work is that it can
be used to propose a systematic approach to identify coordination
problems in open systems. The main idea consists to identify the
existence of these interdependencies between the multiple activities that the system realizes [5] (e.g.communication, management of resources and services, task assignments etc.).

2.1

Coordination Problems

We have selected a representative set of coordination problems
that we have yet identified. For each one we give some hints about
how these problems can be managed using a coordination process.

2.1.1 Management of Shared Resources
Managing shared resources is one of the most common coordination problems that occurs in open systems. Whenever multiple
activities share some limited resource (e.g. storage space, an actor’s time, etc.), a coordination process which controls the allocation of and/or access to, the resource is needed. The coordination
process must: serialize the incoming concurrent requests, select
(by using a pre-defined allocation and/or access policy like for
example: first-come/first serve, priorities, etc.) the request to be
served, control that all clients will eventually obtain the resource,
control security aspects (access rights, etc.), take care of possible
software and hardware failures during the allocation process, etc.
A particular situation in which this coordination problem occurs
is when multiple processes share a unique disk space.

2.1.2 Transfer of Information Between
Activities
Producer/consumer relationships occur in software systems
whenever one activity produces some information that is used by
another activity. A coordination process which controls the transfer of information between activities is needed. The coordination
process must: guarantee the physical transfer of information between the entities (from one entity space to another), control their
synchronization, and eventually control the replication of information in case of a replicated transfer (multicast or broadcast). A
particular situation in which this coordination problem occurs is
when computing the topology of a system.

2.1.3 Activity Synchronization
Execution of activities in a concurrent setting must be synchronized in order to either communicate, or to perform some common operations (i.e accessing shared resources). A coordination
process controlling the synchronization must constraint the order
of execution of these activities so that only acceptable execution
sequences can ever be used. Two basic forms of synchronization
are necessary when working with concurrent activities: 1) Condition-Synchronization (needed when an activity wishes to perform
an operation that can only safely be performed if another activity
has itself taken some action or is in some defined state) and 2) Mutual Exclusion (needed to protect critical sections). A particular
situation in which condition synchronization is needed is when
buffers are used to exchange data between a producer and a consumer. The producer produces items the consumer needs. The
consumer cannot consume what the producer has not produced,
and the producer cannot produce if the consumer does not consume. Moreover, if simultaneous deposits or extractions are possible from the buffer then mutual exclusion must be ensured so
that two producers, for example, do not corrupt the “next free
slot” pointer of the buffer. A coordination process that controls
the synchronization between the concurrent activities must basically: serialize concurrent execution requests, and select (by using a pre-defined synchronization policy like for example:
mutual-exclusion, multiple readers/only one writer, etc.) the request to be executed.

2.1.4 Group Decisions
It is very common that a group of entities working together are
confronted with the problem of making coordinated decisions.
These decisions cannot be made in isolation by one of the mem-

bers, possibly because no individual has enough authority, competence or information to decide. A coordination process that
controls the group decision must: ensure that all the entities will
receive an invitation to participate in the group decision, implement a decision scheme (e.g. consensus, voting, authority, etc.),
announce the final decision to the group, and decide what to do in
case of failures of the entities which participate (to terminate the
process, etc.). A particular situation in which this kind of coordination problem can occur is in the election of a new server from a
group of replicated servers. Replication of servers is a common
strategy used to guarantee the fault tolerance of a provided service.
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A Component-Based Approach to
Manage Evolution of
Coordination Aspects

In a component-based approach [12], each application is viewed
as only one instance of a generic class of applications, each one
being flexible composed of software components. New application requirements are addressed by removing, replacing and reconfiguring the software components without disturbing other
parts of the application. Why not to manage the coordination aspects of those applications using the same approach? Why not to
develop a set of adaptable and reusable coordination components
that encapsulate standard solutions to coordination problems?
That is what we tried to in our work. The initial results of this experimental work has shown that coordination solutions are not
easily shrink-wrapped into off-the shelf components. The reasons for this are analyzed in [17]. They are:
• information dependencies: Many coordination solutions
are dependent of application dependent information. Information that is typically needed by coordination solution is:
“this method updates the state and this one only reads”, or
“these three method calls constitute a critical section”, etc.
• service dependencies: In some cases the computational
components need to provide coordination related services
like to store state relevant information in order to guarantee
recovery in case of failures.
• request control: Coordination solutions need to control the
ordering and adaptation of requests. They typically need
techniques like message reification, message passing control or method wrapping, etc.
• complex system requirements: Coordination solutions are
subject to a complex set of requirements for Open Systems
like [8]: interoperability, concurrency, distribution, reliability, security, etc. A systems developer who develops coordination solutions, therefore has to deal with many of the
above requirements. Every application has its own unique
mix of specific requirements.
In the design and development of the coordination components we have investigated how framework technology can help
us to deal with this complex set of system requirements in the
packaging of coordination solutions. Particularly, we had look at
the design guidelines for building “tailorable frameworks” as
presented in [6].

Example
As an example of what is being done, we show access policy components for a shared resource in a toy banking system. In this case
the resource is an account database which is shared by multiple
teller machines. The teller machines need to get information from
the account database in order to check a client’s account. They
also need to update account information if they have given money
to a client. To keep the database consistent we need an access policy to regulate the multiple requests.
As a solution for this regulation problem we introduce an access policy component. This solution not only provides access
regulation, but also explicitness of architecture and flexibility. We
can imagine a banking system which initially starts with a basic
FIFO policy, but which, as more and more teller machines get
connected to the system, needs a more sophisticated policy to
handle the increasing number of incoming requests. By creating
a structure which allows us to change policies transparently, the
banking system can be adapted without having to change other
parts of the system. Our solution is shown in Figure 1. In its design we used ideas from the Command and Strategy pattern from
Gamma et al. [7], and from the Active Object pattern [13].
The class Wrapper is the interface to the resource for the rest
of the system. For every command which is invoked by an incoming request (1), a ConcreteCommand object is created (2).
This explicit representation of commands allows us to buffer the
commands, change their order, execute them in parallel, or whatever a policy needs to do with them. This is, for instance, needed
for a readers/writer policy, which allows multiple readers to access the database simultaneously. These commands are then given (3) to the policy which is connected (through
parameterization) to the interface. This policy handles the commands, i.e. determines when and in which order the requests can
access the resource. If the command is allowed, it executes (4).
A major problem with the transparency of these policies, is
that policies may need application-dependent information. A
readers/writer policy for instance needs knowledge about a getBalance command being a reader command and an updateBalance command being a writer command. This problem
obviously violates the transparency of the proposed solution: by
integrating the storage and retrieval of this application-dependent
information in the Command or the Policy, the change and reuse of policies is much more difficult. We tackle this problem by
introducing a context object. This object contains the applicationdependent information of the policy, so it can tell the policy if a
certain command is a reader or a writer command.

Reusability and Flexibility
In the presented example it is possible to completely separate the
coordination policy from the application specific part of the application. The information dependencies between the generic
policy and the application specific part of the application are
made explicit in the context objects. This means that the policy is
independent of the application and the application independent of
what policy is used. The context objects are used to configure a
generic policy for a specific application. In this way the policies
are reusable in different applications and within applications we
can easily switch policies.

Limitations

ondly, there are dependencies that cannot be dealt with in this
way. For instance, the set of actions that make up a transaction, is
local for every transaction, making it impossible to store this information in some kind of general transaction context object [17].

The example we have shown is limited in a couple of ways. Firstly, it only deals with a single resource. More complex coordination problems involve distributed solutions, e.g. replicated resources or distributed transactions. This is work in progress. Sec-
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Related Work

Most of the work done in the area of coordination have been directed to the development of coordination languages (e.g. Gamma [2], Linda [3], etc.) used to describe coordination aspects in
open systems. The fact that the coordination model they implement is based on a particular paradigm makes these languages
limited in scope. Each one of these coordination languages proposes its own set of coordination abstractions that realizes a particular paradigm for realizing coordination. Coordination
problems, however, do not always fit to a particular paradigm.
Language based approaches are inherently limited in scope. Instead of proposing a new language, we are attempting to provide
an open set of coordination components that realize various useful coordination abstractions. With our components we provide
explicit separation of coordination from computation and facilitate reuse and evolution of the coordination aspect.
The idea of using and composing coordination components is
not new, as evidenced by work such as Manifold [1] and ConCoord [9]. These languages allow composition of existing coordination components with communication operations. Dynamically
new communication configurations between components can be

reached in this way. Coordinator processes do their job with no
knowledge of the internal details of the computations done by the
processes they coordinate. The communication configuration determines the coordination flow of an application. In our work we
try to explore other forms of composition of coordination components different to communication (e.g. policies, etc.). Furthermore, we build components that are themselves configurable and
composable. Our components can be adapted to particular situations by plugging in instances of the elements that define their parameterized structure.
In a different domain, the Adaptive Communication Environment (ACE)[14] is an interesting reference. One of the most important contributions of this work is the set of coordination
patterns [13][15][16] that it proposes and that can be used to realize coordination components. We have presented examples of coordination components that have used some ideas from some of
these design patterns. The object-oriented network programming
toolkit includes a series of wrappers, class libraries and frameworks for developing communication software. The main problem with these work is its closeness. Synchronization and
communication abstractions in the ACE toolkit are reduced to
those provided by some common operating systems (e.g. Mutex,

Condition, Semaphore, RW, pipes, FIFOs, sockets, etc.), thus
limiting its scope. New coordination abstractions representing
solutions to more complex coordination problems cannot be included in the environment by users. Our approach is more open in
this way.

[8]
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[10]

Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that is possible to provide extendable and reusable coordination solutions using a componentbased approach. With these coordination components, we provide explicit separation of coordination from computation (as
promoted by coordination languages), and facilitate reuse and evolution of coordination aspects. We show that although it is possible to define generic components for managing the aspect of
coordination using composition, a complete separation of coordination and computation is not possible due to dependencies of coordination solutions of information and services that can only be
provided by the computational components.
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